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1115 – 4G GOVERNOR

4-20 mA. SPEED SETTING

General

The Regulateurs Europa 1100 series governor has been established as one of the leaders in
the field of prime mover speed control for the past 20 years, with many thousands in service
throughout the world.

The 4G model is specifically designed to meet the ever increasing demands of modern prime
mover controls and incorporates a number of design improvements over earlier models.
The 1115 – 4 G governor consists of a hydraulic governor and a separate electronic speed
setting control module M602901.

A stepper motor is fitted in the governor to adjust the speed setting shaft. A contact-less position
sensor, attached to the speed setting shaft, returns a feedback signal to the control module. The
control module will increase or decrease the speed setting by operating the stepper motor until
the feedback signal matches the 4- 20 mA. command input. The rate at which the speed is
being ramped up or down can be adjusted separately by two potentiometers.
In order to set-up  the speed setting range versus the desired command signal, the minimum
and maximum levels of these ranges can be programmed into the control unit. This can be done
on the unit itself and does not require any external equipment.

The control unit can also be switched into digital mode in which the speed setting can be in- or
decreased by energising the Raise or Lower speed inputs.  In this way the governor is suitable
for both propulsion applications (4-20 mA. speed setting) and for synchronising and load
adjustment of a (shaft-) generator. If in digital mode two different ramp rates can be selected
from.
On loss of electrical power or malfunction of the control module, the speed setting will remain at
the present position. In this instance the speed setting can be changed manually by means a
knob on the governor. If, while in analogue speed setting mode, the 4-20 mAmp speed setting
signal drops below 2 mA. this will be sensed by the control unit upon which the speed setting is
“froozen” an alarm will be given and the speed setting can be changed manually.
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Specification

Speed setting: Proportional to a 4-20 mA speed setting signal or by means of
digital Raise / Lower commands or manual.

Hysteresis  and
repeatability: To within ± 0,2% of the maximum speed.

Governor speed: Drive speed range 300 – 1600 rev/min.

Speed droop: Adjustable by external dial type control from 0-160 rev./min. for
60% of the output shaft travel.

Output work capacity: 8, 15, 25, 34 or 40 Ft/lbs. output shaft movement 50 º; 30 º or
more to be used from no-load to full-load.
Note: The 40 Ft/lbs. version requires an oil cooler if the drive
speed is above 1200 rev/min.

Rotation: Either clockwise or counter clockwise.

Output shaft dimensions: 5/8” nominal diameter, 36 SAE serrated, either side of the
governor may be required.

Drive shaft dimensions: 5/8” nominal diameter, 36 SAE serrated, or alternatively, 25 mm
nominal diameter, keyed.

Additional  Features

Start fuel limit: The governor output position is limited during the start-up. The limit
will reset itself after starting.

Boost pressure fuel limit: The governor output position will be proportionally limited
depending on the 0-3 bar receiver pressure range. (Other pressure
ranges available) A minimum output position for starting is

Output position switches: One or two switches which will be activated by the output shaft of
the governor. The position at which the switches are being
activated can be adjusted over the full output range.

Output position signal: A 4-20 mA. signal, proportional to the position of the output shaft of
the governor can be generated. In the governor a contact-less
sensor is fitted. The sensor connects to a signal condition unit
which in turn produces a galvanic isolated  4-20 mA. signal.
The signal condition unit provides also for the power supply of the
sensor.

Stop function: Electrical and / or manual shut down facility. Energised to stop or
to run.
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M602901

4-20 mA SPEED SETTING CONTROL MODULE

Specification

Power supply: 24 Vdc +/-20%, 1,75 A.

Ambient temperature: 70º Celsius

Output: Bipolar chopper regulated four wire to drive a
stepper motor 5 Volt 1 Amp.

Command input: 4-20 mA into 240Ω galvanic isolated.
Range minimum signal level    4 –  8 mA.
Range maximum signal level 16 – 20 mA.

Feedback input: 8 – 16 mA into 200Ω or
0,7 – 3,5 V into 150 kΩ
Supply feedback transducer 10 V.

Digital inputs: 24 V into 10 kΩ
“H” status   > 7,5 V.
“L” status    < 5,0 V.

Functions: - Analogue or digital speed setting mode.
- Raise speed in digital mode.
- Lower speed in digital mode.
- Select fast / slow mode in digital mode.
- Minimum speed stop.
- Maximum speed stop.
- Reduced maximum analogue speed level.
- Fast run down to minimum speed level.
- The speed setting will be frozen in last position upon loss of

the command and/or feed- back signal.
(This function can be disabled using dip-switches).

- Nine programmable signal levels to set minimum and maximum
command and feedback level and minimum and maximum
speed stop positions.
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Analogue speed setting: Independently adjustable raise and lower speed rates.
Range of maximum pulse rate setting 100 p.p.s. to 1000 p.p.s.
Below 20% of maximum speed setting error the pulse rate is
proportional to error.

Dead band: Adjustable between 0 – 4% error.

Digital speed setting: If “slow” is selected adjustable from 6 to 90 p.p.s., if “fast” is
selected 30 to 400 p.p.s.

Alarm output: A potential free change over contact is available for alarm
indication. It will change status in case of:
- Power loss and/or program mall-function.
- Loss of the command and / or feedback signal.

LED indication: -. Command signal lost.
-. Feedback signal lost.
-. Raise speed.
-. Lower speed.
-. Maximum speed stop reached.
-. Minimum speed stop reached.

Dimensions: 100 x 200 x 70 mm
Suitable for mounting on TS32 or TS35 rail.
.

Speed setting module M602901
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Functional Description

Controller
The heart of the module is formed by a micro controller which scales the command and
feedback inputs, controls the various functions and drives the stepping motor drive circuitry.
Several parameters can be loaded into the micro controller, saved in a E-Eprom and thus
protected for power loss.
To “program” the micro controller a miniature rotary selector switch with 10 positions and a push
button switch are mounted on the board.
Position “0” of the selector switch is the normal operating mode while, if one of the other
positions is selected, parameters can be saved into the memory by pressing a push button
switch.

For example:
The signal level of the command lever to set the engine speed with, is at maximum set speed
f.i. 19.2 mA. In order to “program” this value the selector switch is set at position 2. While the
19.2 mA. command signal is applied to the command input, the push button switch is pressed
and the value 19.2 mA. as being the command signal level for maximum speed is saved into the
E-Eprom. During programming a LED flashes that programming is in progress or is constant on
indicating the setting has been accepted and is saved. To program the corresponding engine
speed the speed setting of the governor is manually set at maximum speed (in this instance the
stepper motor connections are to be disconnected) the programme selector switch is set at
position 4 and the push button switch is pressed. From now on the maximum speed setting from
the command lever and the maximum speed setting within the governor are related together.
Every time a value is loaded into a memory location, the previous value is overwritten. This can
be done an unlimited of times.

The following memory locations are available:

Position 1 “Minimum. Command” position
The minimum value of the command signal. Usually 4 mA, however the signal
level may be within 4 – 8 mA.

Position 2 “Maximum. Command” position
The maximum value of the command signal. Usually 20 mA, however the signal
level may be within 16 – 20 mA.

Position 3 “Minimum. Feedback” position
The position of feedback signal, i.e. speed setting, which must correspond to the
minimum command signal.

Position 4 “Maximum. Feedback” position.
The value of the feedback signal, i.e. speed setting, which must correspond to
the maximum command signal.

Position 5 “Minimum. Digital Feedback” position in Digital Mode.
Minimum feedback position if digital speed setting has been selected.
(Minimum speed stop in digital mode).
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Position 6 “Maximum. Feedback” position in Digital Mode.
Maximum feedback position if digital speed setting has been selected.
(Maximum speed stop in digital mode).

Position 7 “Fast Run Down” position.
The feedback level to which the speed setting will be reduced is the input “Fast
rundown to minimum level” is energised. (Only effective in analogue mode).

Position 8 “Reduced Maximum Feedback” position.
The value of the feedback signal, i.e. speed setting, which must correspond to
maximum command signal and if digital input #7 “Reduced analogue speed
setting” is energised.

Position 9 Spare.

The diagram below indicates the relation between the memory positions for analogue speed
setting.
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Potentiometers
Apart from the programmable settings,  10 - turn potentiometers are fitted on the board for
setting the following parameters:

P1 Pulse rate for increase speed if analogue control has been selected.
P2 Pulse rate for decrease speed if analogue control selected.
P3 Pulse rate for increase and decrease if digital and fast mode selected.
P4 Pulse rate for increase and decrease if digital and slow mode selected.
P5 Dead band between command and feedback signal in analogue mode, i.e. a small

acceptable difference between the two signals in which the stepper motor is not pulsed
up or down.

P6 Timer setting during which the speed setting is kept at “Fast run down level” after de-
energising input 8. Range 0 – 60 sec.

P7 Spare.

Digital Inputs
Input 1: “Select analogue / digital”

If energised the speed setting of the governor will follow the 4-20mA command
signal. If the error between command and feedback signal is less than 20%, the
pulse rate to the stepper motor will be proportional to the difference between
command and feedback signal. If this error exceeds 20% the pulse rate is limited
by the setting of potentiometer P1 for increase and by P2 for decrease speed.
If input 1 is de-energised, Digital Mode selected, the speed setting can be
changed by using the inputs 2 and 3.

Input 2: “Raise speed”
If energised; the speed setting will be increased provided:
Digital mode is selected (input 1 is not energised).
Input 6 “Maximum stop” is not energised.
The position of the feedback signal is at a lesser set speed level than “saved’ in
“Program switch” position 6.

Input 3: “Lower speed”
If energised; the speed setting will be decreased provided:
Digital mode is selected (input 1 is not energised).
Input 5 “Minimum stop” is not energised.
The position of the feedback signal is above the set speed level “saved’ in
“Program switch” position 5.
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Input 4: “Select fast / slow digital”
If energised; the pulse rate in digital mode for both in- and decrease is set by
potentiometer P3, range 30 - 400 Hz (fast mode).
If de-energised the pulse rate in digital mode for both in- and decrease is set by
potentiometer P4, range 6 – 90 Hz (slow mode).

Input 5: “Minimum speed stop”
If energised; decreasing the speed setting in any mode is inhibited.

Input 6: ”Maximum speed stop”
If energised; increasing the speed setting in any mode is inhibited.

Input 7: “Reduced analogue speed setting”
If energised and if analogue speed setting is selected, the maximum set
speed level is equal to the level ”saved” in “Program switch” position 8. If
the speed setting is above this level at the moment the input is energised it
will be reduced until equal to the value saved at position 8 “Reduced
max. position”.

Input 8: “Fast rundown to minimum speed setting”
If energised and if analogue speed setting has been selected the speed setting
will be ramped down until the feedback signal reaches the value equal to the one
saved in “Program switch” position 7.
If de-energised the speed setting will remain at the “Fast run down level” until a
timer with setting will remain at the “Fast run down level” until a timer with setting
P6, range 0 – 60 sec. has expired. While the timer is expiring the “Program LED”
will be on. After this, the speed setting will return to the corresponding command
level setting if analogue mode has been selected or, if digital mode has been
selected, remain at the same position until a raise or lower command is given.

Input 9: Spare.

Discrete Output
A discrete output with a potential free change-over contact is available to indicate
no power supply and failure of the command or feedback signals.
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Dip switches:

Four dip-switches are fitted on the board with the following functions:

SW1: Selects a current or voltage feedback signal.
ON
If the feedback signal is a current signal. (Default)
OFF
If the feedback signal is a voltage signal. (Special applications only)

SW2: Selects a normal or reverse acting feedback signal.
The feedback transducer, which senses the position of the speed setting shaft, can be
mounted at both sides of the governor. However, this implements that, depending at
which side the transducer is located, the feedback signal will either increase with an
increasing speed setting or just opposite, decrease with increasing speed setting. The
type of feedback signal, normal or reverse can be selected with dip-switch 2.  The
“mode” is also indicated on the serial plate of the governor.
ON
The feedback signal decreases if the speed setting is increased.
Reverse feedback, mode 3.
OFF
The feedback signal increases if the speed setting is increased.
Normal feedback, mode 2.

SW3: Selects if the analogue input for the command signal is to be monitored for absence of
the command signal (input < 2 mA.). If f.i., the unit is used for digital set speed
adjustment only and no analogue command signal is connected to the module, this
function can be disabled.
ON
The analogue input is monitored for signal failure. If the input drops below 2 mA. the
position of the speed setting is frozen, the red LED “CMD Lost” will be on and the alarm
output relay will de-energised.
OFF
The analogue input is not monitored for signal failure. If the input drops below 2 mA.
the position of the speed setting will be driven to minimum speed. There will be no
alarm output.
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SW4: Selects if the analogue input for the feedback signal is to be monitored for absence of
the feedback signal (input < 2 mA.). If the unit is used for digital adjustment only and no
feedback signal is available, f.i. to replace previous design stepper motor drive boards,
this function can be disabled.
ON
The feedback input is monitored for signal failure. If the input drops below 2 mA. the
position of the speed setting is frozen, the red LED “FBD Lost” will be on and the alarm
output relay will de-energised.
OFF
The analogue input is not monitored for signal failure. If the input drops below 2 mA.,
while analogue speed setting has been selected, the speed setting will be driven to
maximum speed. There will be no alarm output.

Installation Considerations
Refer to connection diagram ES6001 sht1-2
The Control Unit must be located in a suitable enclosure.
The cable between control unit and governor must be shielded and must not exceed 25 m’.
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GOVERNOR

General

The 1115-4G governor is part of the  Regulateurs Europa  series 1100-4G range of
governors which are of the centrifugal flyweight type and operate through a hydraulic servo
mechanism. The oil reservoir and pump for this servo mechanism is incorporated within the
governor housing. The governor may be driven in either direction.

A spring drive in incorporated in the flyweight system to assist in damping any cyclic variations
in the drive between the prime mover and the governor, which should always be driven by the
crankshaft as near a nodal point as possible and through the smallest train of gears.

Speed droop characteristics are obtained by mechanical feedback from the power piston to pilot
valve.  The droop is adjustable between 0 and I 0 %.

The hydraulic system consists of a gear-type pump and a spring loaded accumulator which also
functions as a relief valve in the event of the oil pressure exceeding 150 lb/in2 (10 bar).  For
governors requiring a work capacity of 25 ft.lbf or 40 ft.ibf the relief pressure is 250 lb/in2 (17
bar).

The power piston ‘is of the differential area type, giving double-acting control.  The governor is
capable of providing its stalled work capacity over a speed range between a minimum of 1 80
revs/min. and a maximum of 1 600 revs/min
The shutdown valve may be operated by hand or by a solenoid in which case the solenoid
operation may be arranged for ‘energise to run’ or ‘energise to stop’.
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Technical Data

Speed range: For continuous duty, variable speed operation: 300 -1 600
revs/min., at the governor drive spindle.  For continuous duty,
constant speed applications such as power generation, pumping
etc. it is recommended that the governor is driven at
1200 - 1600 revs/min.  For intermittent duty operation, the
maximum speed may be increased to 1800 revs/min. for short
periods.

Speed droop: Adjustable by dial type lockable control from 0 - 1 60 revs/min. for
60% output shaft travel. (equals 0 - I 0 % droop).

Constant sensitivity
range: 500 - 1800 revs/min

Natural frequency: 1.6,  2.0,  2.4,  3.2,  4.0,  6.0  or  8.0 Hz.

Stalled work capacity: 8, 1 5, 25, 34 or 40 ft.lbf (11, 20, 34, 46 or 55 joules).

Output shaft angular
movement: 50° total and 30° to be used from ‘No load’ travel to ‘Full load’.

Output shaft
dimensions: 5/8 inch 36 fine serration to SAE.  May be fitted to either side

of governor.

Drive shaft: Either direction of rotation.  Serrated drive shaft, A variety of
different drive shafts are available depending on engine make.

Governor Installation: Vertical, flange mounted.
A variety of base adapters are available to convert drives to
replace other manufactures governors.

Shut-down Mechanisms: Solenoid operated, solenoid energised to ‘Stop’. or to ‘Run’.
Solenoid voltages: 24, 48, 110 and 200 V.DC.

Weight: Approximately 35 kg.

Oil supply: Self-contained;  1.5 Litres, standard SAE 30 mineral oil.
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